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Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку
Муниципальный этап
Понимание устной речи (аудирование)
7-8 form
Listening
Max – 20 points
Time: 20 min
Task 1. You will hear a part of an interview about a technology exhibition. For each question (1 – 5),
circle the correct option A, B, C.
1.
When is the exhibition?
A. Saturday and Sunday, 10 am – 6 pm
B. Saturday and Sunday, 10.30 am – 6 pm
C. Saturday only, 10 am – 6pm
2.
Who is the exhibition for?
A. only engineers
B. only people who like science and technology
C. families and young people
3.
What is true about the models that Julia describes?
A. They are solar-powered.
B. They are all powered by batteries.
C. They are made by professional engineers.
4.
What are the competitions for?
A. the craziest design.
B. the fastest battery-powered car.
C. the most unusual design.
5.
What does Julia say about new technology at the exhibition?
A. that it is not usually eco-friendly.
B. that some devices are designed to protect the environment.
C. that green technology is very expensive.
Listen again and check your answers.
Task 2. Listen to the text 2. Match the speaker with the celebration and write a – e next to the numbers 6
– 10.
6. Speaker A
a. golden wedding anniversary
7. Speaker B
b. Notting Hill Carnival
8. Speaker C
c. end of term party at school
9. Speaker D
d. Royal wedding
10. Speaker E
e. surprise birthday party
Task 3. Listen to the text 2 again. Complete the gaps (11 – 20) with the speaker (A, B, C, D, or E)
11. Speaker _______________ will see people dressed in amazing costumes.
12. Speaker _______________ is going to decorate the venue with Chinese lanterns and projections on the
wall.
13. Speaker _______________ is worried about someone on Facebook spoiling the surprise.
14. Speaker _______________ is going to be careful of people stealing things.
15. Speaker _______________ is going to listen to old-fashioned music played on an old-fashioned
machine.
16. Speaker _______________ is in one of the bands that are playing.
17. Speaker _______________ is going to taste food from all over the world.
18. Speaker _______________ is going to celebrate with the whole family.
19. Speaker _______________ is organising a party for her two best friends.
20. Speaker _______________ is going to make sure there is no traffic on her street,
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Task 1. As you read the story, decide whether this summary of the story is correct (С) or wrong (W) :
1. Jim finds a treasure map, which he sells to pirates, who promise to pay him - once they've found the
treasure.
The story begins a long time ago, in London, where a skinny-looking young boy called Jim Hawkins lives.
He finds a dusty old sea chest hidden in the cellar of his house. Using all his strength, he manages to lift
open the heavy lid. He peers inside and finds a rolled-up piece of tattered old paper. In no time he's
unrolling the piece of paper, revealing a map showing an island with a cross on it. "Surely this must mean
there's treasure buried there?" he says to himself.
Knowing that it will only be a matter of time before someone else finds the treasure, he rushes off to find
a ship that will take him across the sea to this distant island. The journey is long and at times the sea is
rough and stormy. As time goes by, Jim realises the crew are not the honest and helpful bunch of men he
believed them to be – they're pirates! As they can't be trusted, he doesn't tell them about the treasure map –
but the crew are suspicious.
At one time or another, an old pirate captain had hidden a horde of treasure on a secret island, and the
pirates know this is where Jim is heading. One night he overhears them hatching a plan...
"This must be the island where Captain Flint left all that gold and silver" says one of them.
"We'll let Jim lead us to the treasure and then kill him" says another.
Task 2. Check you know the meaning of the word “time”.
2. As soon as Jim finds the piece of paper, he unrolls it.
a True
b False
3. Jim doesn't believe anyone else will find the treasure.
a True
b False
4. The sea is rough and stormy throughout Jim's trip.
a True
b False
5. Jim slowly realises that the crew of the ship are pirates.
a True
b False
6. Everyone knows when the treasure was buried on the island.
a True
b False
Task 3. Read the second part of the text and select the right expressions in the quiz below.
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Jim Hawkins is sailing to an island to find some treasure. Let's see what happens next.
Eventually they reach the island. Jim tells the crew to wait where they are while he goes to explore.
Nervously, he sets off to find the treasure. Time after time he stops to look behind him to check that he's
not being followed - but secretly the pirates are following in his footsteps, hoping to carry out their deadly
plan. In no time, he finds the place and furiously starts digging but before he can find the treasure, the
pirates arrive. One of them seizes hold of him, pointing a gun to his head, whilst the others eagerly
continue to dig, a crazed look in their eyes. It's time-consuming, but after a while they begin to realise
there isn't any treasure.
BANG! At that moment, a gunshot rings out – BANG and another – BANG and another! Somebody is
shooting at the pirates, killing them outright. Three pirates lie on the yellow sand, blood oozing out of their
bodies. The fourth one, who is holding Jim, runs off, screaming in a panic.
An old man, with skin that looks like leather, and a long white scruffy beard, appears from the bushes
holding a smoking gun. It was him that shot the pirates. He tells Jim he used to work with the old pirate
captain and was left on this island a long time ago. He had dug up the treasure and is keeping it in the cave
where he lives. He tells Jim that he will share the treasure with him in return for a journey home. Jim is
more than happy to agree and they set sail for London. At times, Jim has nightmares about his experience
and vows never to go treasure hunting again.
Answer the questions:
7. How did Jim explain to the pirates his desire to
11. What happened to the old man from the
visit the island alone?
island?
a. He wanted to look for a treasure.
a. he was abandoned on this island
b. He wanted to investigate the island.
b. his ship was wrecked
8. Had Jim started digging before the pirates
12. Where was the treasure kept?
caught him?
a. in the place from the map
a. Yes, he had
b. in the cave
b. No, he hadn’t
c. in London
9. Who was shooting at the pirates?
13. Who was the man, saved Jim’s life?
a. Jim
a. an old pirate
b. an old man
b. the old pirate captain
c. the old pirate captain
14. Is Jim eager to go treasure hunting again?
10. How many pirates run off?
a. No.
a. 3
b. Yes, of course.
b. 2
c. He is hesitating.
c. 1
Have a go at this quiz. Select the right expression.
15. I've told you _________ to tidy up after yourself and the place still looks like a bomb's gone off! Will
you ever listen?!
A. a long time
B. as time goes by
C. time after time
16. Everyone feels jealous __________in his life
A. as time goes by
B. at one time or another
C. in no time
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17. I've been promised a pay rise. I don't know exactly when I'll get it, but I'm told it's _________
A. only a matter of time
B. time after time
C. in no time
18. We've been together for six years now, and __________ we love each other more and more.
A. time after time
B. at one time or another
C. as time goes by
19. I used to make all my own clothes, but it was very ______. I had to give it up.
A. only a matter of time
B. time-consuming
C. as time goes by
20. Six weeks sounds like ages, but you'll be back home __________
A. in no time
B. only a matter of time
C. time-consuming
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Task 1. Read the text below and match the underlined words to their definitions(1 – 6).
When you want to spend some time surfing the Net, you get connected to start to browse. You spot a
website that looks interesting, and use your mouse to click on the link that takes you to the website. The
site’s home page may have a menu with links to different areas of the site. Having visited the website, you
like it so much that you will want to return, so you bookmark it. The website may send a file called a
cookie to your computer’s hard disk so that if you visit the site again, the file can collect information about
your computer use.
1.

to use a website

2.

a computer system that allows people in different parts of the
world to exchange information

3.

a place on the Internet where information is available

4.

a small object connected to a computer that you move in order
to do things on a computer screen

5.

a connection between one Internet file or section and another

6.

the main page of a website on the Internet where a person or
organization gives information about themselves

Task 2. Now look at the words in italics in the text from Task1. Each of them is a metaphor taken from a
common area of activity (7 – 12) in the real world. Match the word to the area of activity.
7.

reading

8.

the office

9.

food

10.

water sports

11.

reading or shopping

12.

eating out

Task 3. Find 8 computer terms below in the word-search as you can. The words can go from left to right
or right to left, up or down, or diagonally: but they are always complete and always in a straight line. The
first one is done for you: VIRUS
13.
q h a r d w a r e w m
14.
r u w s t u r m d o w
15.
s o m i f i l e l e a
16.
u c a y n d d j a k l
17.
r r i n f d m e o f l
18.
i m l r u u o o k d p
19.
v e b z m e b w u o a
20.
f n o t e e i l x s p

l u x
g w o
i x n

s t
o a
j l

r k
f o
g n

a
l
p

i f e
l e r
a p y
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Task 4. Pick the last word to these famous quotes (21 – 30) made by scientists.
21 I feel more comfortable with gorillas than people. I can anticipate what a gorilla's going
to do, and they're purely _____.
Dian Fossey
22 To know that we know what we know, and to know that we do not know what we do not
know, that is true _____.
Nicolaus Copernicus
23 Most people looking for dinosaurs are looking for beautiful _____.
Jack Horner
24 Science and everyday life cannot and should not be _____.
Rosalind Franklin
25 By all means let's be open-minded, but not so open-minded that our brains drop _____.
Richard Dawkins
26 We are just an advanced breed of monkeys on a minor planet of a very average star. But
we can understand the Universe. That makes us something very _____.
Stephen Hawking
27 Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything _____.
Albert Einstein
28 Sometimes we stare so long at a door that is closing that we see too late the one that is
_____.
Alexander Graham Bell
29 One sometimes finds what one is not looking _____.
Alexander Fleming
30 You cannot teach a man anything; you can only help him find it within _____.
Galileo Galilei

skeletons
out
separated
new
motivated
knowledge
open
himself
for
special
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You are a reporter from a magazine about bout animals. Write down a report describing events
from the following illustration. Write 100 – 150 words.
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YOU CAN USE THE OPPOSITE SIDE
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